November Morning Work

Common Core Aligned

Day 10

Letters
Start at the star for correct directionality

Language

Circle the correct FIRST sound. Write the vowel.

Words
Circle all the correct sight words.

Counting
Count how many objects and circle the correct number.

Michala Hally Creations
Common Core Standards
November Morning Seat Work

Enjoy this FREE week of Kindergarten Seat Work

Included are 5 free days from this month's seat work pack!
The activities I choose for these worksheets are Common Core aligned.
I know where my kindergarten students are at each month, and I have targeted those skills.

Would you like the entire month of seat work?

I have Seat Work Packets available for each month that include 20 days.
Hop on over to my TpT shop to check them out!
The worksheets increase in difficulty as the year progresses.
If you don’t see a particular standard or skill addressed in this packet, it is most likely included in a different month’s seat work.

Graphics & Fonts

www.keepingmykiddobusy.com
Common Core Standards
November Morning Seat Work

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.1.D**
Recognize and name all upper- and lowercase letters of the alphabet.

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.3.A**
Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one letter-sound correspondences by producing the primary sound or many of the most frequent sounds for each consonant.

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.1.A**
Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page.

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.3.C**
Read common high-frequency words by sight (e.g., the, of, to, you, she, my, is, are, do, does).

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.K.1.A**
Print many upper- and lowercase letters.

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.2.D**
Isolate and pronounce the initial, medial vowel, and final sounds (phonemes) in three-phoneme (consonant-vowel-consonant, or CVC) words.1 (This does not include CVCs ending with /l/, /r/, or /r/.)

**CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.K.5.A**
Sort common objects into categories (e.g., shapes, foods) to gain a sense of the concepts the categories represent.
Common Core Standards
November Morning Seat Work

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.CC.B.5
Count to answer “how many?” questions about as many as 20 things arranged in a line, a rectangular array, or a circle, or as many as 10 things in a scattered configuration; given a number from 1-20, count out that many objects.

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.CC.A.3
Write numbers from 0 to 20. Represent a number of objects with a written numeral 0-20 (with 0 representing a count of no objects). FOCUS ON 1-10 this month.

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.CC.B.4
Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect counting to cardinality.

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.G.A.2
Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall size.
Name __________________________

Day 1
November

Letters Start at the star for correct directionality.

A a

Numbers Trace the numbers.

6 6 6

Phonics Color the pictures that start with the correct letter sound.

Uu

Matching & Fine Motor Draw a line matching the correct letter to each picture

Kk
Ll

Sight Words Circle all the correct sight words.

is the the the the

the the can the

Counting Count how many objects and circle the correct number.

5
3
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Letters
Start at the star for correct directionality.

- B
- b

Numbers
Trace the numbers.

- Number 3

Phonics
Color the pictures that start with the correct letter sound.

- Vv

Matching & Fine Motor
Draw a line matching the correct letter to each picture.

- Mm
- Nn

Sight Words
Circle all the correct sight words.

- see
- see
- see
- can
- it

Counting
Count how many objects and circle the correct number.

- 6
- 2
Name _____________________________

Day 3

November

Letters  Start at the star for correct directionality.

C C C

Numbers  Trace the numbers.

O O O

Phonics  Color the pictures that start with the correct letter sound.

Ww

Matching & Fine Motor  Draw a line matching the correct letter to each picture.

Oo

Pp

Sight Words  Circle all the correct sight words.

it  you  you

my  you  you  they

Counting  Count how many objects and circle the correct number.

1

4
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Letters
Start at the star for correct directionality.

E e

Numbers
Trace the numbers.

0 0

Phonics
Color the pictures that start with the correct letter sound.

Yield 10 Yy

Matching & Fine Motor
Draw a line matching the correct letter to each picture.

Ss Tt

Sight Words
Circle all the correct sight words.

look up mine
has up

Counting
Count how many objects and circle the correct number.

6 7